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myosh Dashboard 

1. Introduction to the Dashboard 

The Dashboard is an interactive business intelligence product that displays data collated from 

different sources.  The Dashboard is visible from the Home Page when you first log in to myosh. 

 

It is a standalone product that can be embedded in myosh4, Viking or just open in its own 

window.  Currently we collect data from myosh4 and Viking, and it is possible for us to collect 

from many other sources such as web service feeds or Custom client databases.   

 

The data is collected by a periodic export job which currently runs once per day, overnight.  This 

means the data in the dashboard only updates every 24 hours.  It is possible to change this 

frequency more regularly on a per customer basis.  Please contact myosh support if you wish to 

set this up. 

 

 
 

Above is an example of what your Dashboard may look like once you have configured your Tabs 

and Widgets.  The more data that has been entered within the modules the more information will 

be collated to display in your dashboard. 
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2. Configuration of the Dashboard 

Only your myosh Layout Administrator has full access to the Configuration of the Dashboard.  

Depending upon your User Access Role, that will determine whether you can configure the 

dashboard and to what extent.  Each User is given one or more roles, for example as Admin, 

Power User, Global Editor etc.   
 

Each role has a set of security privileges that describe the actions that Users with that role are 

allowed to perform.  If a User has more than one role, they will get all privileges assigned to all 

of their roles.  The security privileges which applies to each role are shown below: 

 

 
 

The Administrator will select the “Layout Administration” button to configure which users should 

be assigned certain Tabs and optionally, which users should be allowed to modify it.  This Layout 

Administration button will only be visible and accessible to the Administrator only. 

 

 

 
 

3. Filters 

The Date range and Hierarchy Filter fields are global, so they are applied to all charts on all tabs 

when changed.  The Hierarchy filter field selections are remembered so that next time the User 

logs in, the same Hierarchy filter values will be applied.  The Date range however is not 

remembered.   
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The Filter criteria that can be set is: 
 

• Select from the Quick Date Range or Period that the data comes from ie. Current Year, 
Fiscal Year, Previous Week or Month or Year (as shown above). 
 

• Select specific dates by selecting from the Calendar Date Icons.  
 

• Select the Hierarchy ie. What Company, Division, Department, Site (as shown below). 
 

 

 

• Modular Filters (various other filters) ie. By Status, Actual Incident Category, 
Classification, Residual Risk, Residual Consequence, Application etc. 

 

 

 

 

Each widget can optionally have Custom Filter fields available that are specific to the widget.  

For Example, Incidents by Classification has custom filter fields for Status, Actual Incident 

Category and Classification (as shown above). 
 

These filters will further filter the data displayed in that Individual Widget only.  These filters are 

remembered so that next time the user logs in, the same custom filters will be applied.  
 

To remove the individual widget settings simply select Reset and Save.  The custom filter fields 

are unique to the customer so different fields can be added according to the customer’s wishes. 

The clear filters button will remove all filters (Global and Custom) applied to all charts on all Tabs. 
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4. Layouts 

Each user has their own Dashboard Layout which consists of one or more tabs.  The tabs are 

either configured by a Company Administrator or configured by the user themselves or a 

combination.  Each tab can have any number of widgets. 
 

 
 

The amount of Tabs and Widgets in the Layout, will impact how long the Dashboard takes to 

load. 

5. Tabs 

Your Dashboard may display Default Tabs created by an Administrator and depending upon 

your access you can create your own Individual Tabs.  The Tabs are located under the criteria 

menu.  To view the information on the tab, click on the relevant tab. 
 

Default Tabs 
 

Default Tabs are Tabs configured by an Administrator and assigned to other Users.  These Tabs 

always appear first, followed by any Individual Tabs the User creates for themselves. 
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The Administrator configures a Default Tab by creating the tab and adding, ordering and sizing 

the Widgets on the Tab.  The Administrator then uses the “Layout Administration” options to 

configure which users should be assigned the Tab and optionally, which users should be allowed 

to modify it.   When in edit mode the Layout Administration button shall only be visible to the 

Configured myosh Administrator. 
 

1. Select Edit at the bottom left of the screen and the Tabs and Widget menu shall appear. 
 

2. Select the ‘Layout Administration’ button, and select who you wish to Assign to Read 

Only or Assign to Modification Allowed by selecting the User and select the arrow buttons 

>> to move the User across.  Any User moved across to Modification Allowed will 

automatically move across in Read Access also. 
 

 
 

3. Enter the Tab Weight.  This is to determine what order you would like your Tabs to 

display, with the lowest weight first and the highest weight last.  As shown in the example 

below, Incidents is the first Tab displayed so it would be the lowest number with the 

weight of 1, and the next one displayed is Hazards so this is the weight of 5, Injuries 

would be the weight of 10 and Actions is the weight of 15 and so forth.  So if you wanted 

to add in a new Tab at a later date, and you want to put it in between Actions and Month 

end, you could give it the Weight of 17. 
 

 
 

 

 

Individual Tabs 
 

All Users are able to add new tabs to their own layout which will be visible only to themselves.  

You can add any Widgets available in the Widget Library and sort and size them as required.  
 

When the Tab is in ‘Edit’ Mode you are able to Rename the Tab, Delete the Tab and/or Select 

the order of your own Individual Tabs as you wish by using the up & down arrow buttons.  Make 

sure you save any changes. 
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To Create your own Tab: 
 

1. Click on the + plus button on the Tab menu 
 

2. Enter the new Tab Name and select the Add New Tab button. 
 

 
 

 

3. The New Tab created (Meetings Tab) will be added along side of your other Tabs (as 

shown below).  Then you are ready to add your widgets.  Continue on to the next section 

on what Widgets to select and how to add your widgets.  (See section 6.3. How to Add a 

Widget). 
 

 
 

6. Widgets 

Each customer has an Individualised Widget library which is displayed when the tab is in ‘Edit’ 

mode.  The customer’s Widget library will only show Widgets relevant to the modules they use 

and each Widget can be customised according to their preferences.  Many configuration settings 

are available for the customer to manage themselves. 
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You can also create your own Widgets using the Widget Wizard Tool (see section 7. Widget 

Wizard for instructions), and if you want our myosh experts to create a more complex Widget for 

your Company, please contact our myosh support team to get an estimate on an individual basis 

of Widget creation.  The customer’s Widget library will be updated with new Widgets created for 

other customers when any are released, remember to check updates. 
 

Current Widget Types consist of Maps, Tables, Pie Charts, Various Bar and Column Charts, and 

Various Graphs all accessible from our Widget library (see section 6. Widget Types). 

 

Widget Customisation 
 

All Widgets can be Customised.  They can be further Filtered, Individually Exported or Export an 

entire Tab, Configured or Resized to further suit your requirements.  If you no longer require a 

Widget you are able to Delete it from your Tab.  Any configuration changes made will be applied 

to the widget on a global level, so that all Users will receive the changes. 
 

If a Chart has Configuration options, the customer can access these by putting the tab into edit 

mode and the click on the settings icon.  This Icon is only visible to Users who have a Role with 

“Layout Admin” property set to true.  Any configuration changes made will be applied to the 

Widget on a Global level, so that all Users will receive the changes. 

 

 
 

 

 

Users can choose to Export an entire Tab for reporting purposes by clicking on the Export button 

located at the top right corner of the Dashboard (as shown above).  Exportable in Excel and 

PDF. 
 

Filter your Widget 
 

To Filter your Widget: 
 

1. Select the ‘Edit’ button at the bottom of the page and the Filter, Export & Settings buttons 

shall display at the top right of each Widget.  

2. Select the Filter button (Funnel Icon)   
 

3. Select the field you wish to display and select the >> arrows button, and select Save at 

the bottom.   
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Once a Global Filter option is applied, it will restrict the data included to a subset.  For 

example, if a customer only wants Active records displayed, a Global Filter can be 

applied to exclude records with status of “Closed” (as shown below).  To stop this filter, 

simply select the Reset button. 
 

 
 

Export your Widget 
 

To Export your Widget: 
 

1. Select the ‘Edit’ button at the bottom of the page and the Filter, Export & Settings buttons 

shall display at the top right of each Widget. 

2. Select the Export button (Printer Icon)   
 

3. All Widgets can be individually Exported to PDF and only the Table Chart Widgets have 

the additional option of exporting to PDF and Excel. 
 

 
 

Configure, Resize or Delete your Widget 
 

The Configuration Settings shall vary, depending upon the Widget Type selected.  For example, 

in Bar Column and Stacked Column Charts the User can select to show All or Top 5, Top 10 or 

Top 30 data series items, sorted by quantity of records. (As shown below on the Left).  For Pie 

Charts, you can customise the Label Display by percentage or Number of Records or both and 

even choose to display decimal places (As shown below on the right). 
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The Data series name and colour can be customised by selecting from the list and selecting 

Edit.  For the Widgets with the option to Enable Custom Sorting, you can change the order of 

the data series, by clicking the Reset button this will remove all custom sorting applied as well 

as update all new data series items from the database.  This is the only way to update new data 

series items for configuration. 
 

To Configure, Resize or Delete your Widget: 
 

1. Select the ‘Edit’ button at the bottom of the page and the Filter, Export & Settings buttons 

shall display at the top right of each Widget. 

2. Select the Settings Button (Gear Cog Icon)   
 

3. You will then have three options to either Select Configure your Widget; Select Resize, 

and you can resize your Widget to full length of the page or return to normal size; The 

final option is to Select Delete, and this will Delete the Widget from your Tab. It wont 

delete the widget from the Widget Library it will only remove it from the Tab. 

 
 

 

 
 

4. Select Configure, then the Widget Configuration window will display.   
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5. Each Widget will display with slightly different configuration options. The example shown 

below is a Pie Chart which you can Customise the label display to show Percentage, 

Number of Records or Both.   It also gives you the option to display the decimal places 

or round to the nearest whole number. 
 

 
 

6. You can also Customise the Data Series, by changing the Custom Label and/or you can 

then select the Custom Colour button and select a colour from the Swatches or select 

your own colour.  Some Widgets you will be able select enable custom sorting to arrange 

the order of the Data Series displayed, this is depending upon the set up of the Widget. 
 

 
 

 

7.  You can select the tick box if you do not want to display the records with the value of 

‘none’, and select whether you want the Legend to display at the bottom of the Widget 

(as shown below).  Once you’ve made your selection, select the Save button. 
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Widget Types 
 

There are many different Widget Types to choose from.  All Widgets are interactive so you click 

on the Widget and it will display a details window.   For example, In a Pie Chart if you click on 

the Minor Injuries (Green Slice) it will open the Injuries Details Window in Table view or if it is a 

Column Chart and you click on the Incident Reporting Bar it will take you straight to that Incident 

in another details window.  You can also hover your mouse of the Widget for more information 

to display. 

 

The Current Types available in the Widget Library are: 
 

• Maps – Which displays a Map either with Pin or Heat Markers indicating locations of 

records.  Zoom Level and Centre point of MAP Widget can be set to any level/country.  

Zooming in and out to anywhere in the world. 

 
 

 
 

 

• Table Chart – Displays a list of records in Table format.  Columns displayed can be 

customised.  Records are interactive, for example by clicking on the record in the table it will 

take you directly to the Inspection. 
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• The Cross Tab Report – Is also another Table chart, which now freezes the first column 

and top roll for easier scrolling.  It also supports export to excel or pdf. 
 

 

 

• Pie Chart – Displays a pie chart of records by quantity.  You can select to display 

percentage value, number of record or both.  When in edit mode Labels and Colours can be 

configured to suit.  The Pie Slices are interactive. For example, by clicking on the Minor Injury 

(Green Slice) it will open the Injuries Details Window in Table view (as shown below). 

 

      
 

 

• The Bar Chart, Column Chart and Stacked Column Chart all have Labels, Colours and 

sort order that can be customised.  The User can select to show Top 5, 10 or 30 data series 

items sorted by quantity of records. 
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• The Difference Chart – Calculates the difference between two fields and displays as a 

percentage.  This is used to show risk reduction rates between Initial and Residual Risk 

Rating fields, where they are a number. 
 

 
 

• The KPI Target Chart – This chart is used to display Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) 

against another value, which is usually frequency rates. 
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• The Grouping Chart – Bar or Column Chart this is where data has been grouped into 

higher level categories.  Usually used to display risk rating by grouping.  Customised to the 

Customers specific risk rating matrix, groups and categories required.  

 

 
 

How to Add a Widget 

 

To add a Widget: 

 

1. Click on the Tab you wish to add your Widget and select the Edit button, or if you have 

just created a new Tab you will already be in Edit mode. 
 

2. Select the Widgets drop down list at the bottom and scroll through until you find the 

appropriate Widget you want to display. 
 

 
 

 

3. Once selected your new Widget shall appear under your selected Tab. 
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4. You can continue on and create more Widgets for your Tab, simply by selecting another 

Widget from the Widgets drop down list.  Remembering that the more Tabs and Widgets 

you add the longer your Dashboard will take to load. 

 
 

 
 

 

7. Widget Wizard 

The Widget Wizard is a tool used to Create your own Customisable Widgets, Edit an existing 

Widget or Delete Widgets previously created, provided you have access to do so. 

 
 

Create a Widget 
 

 

To Create your own Widget using the Widget Wizard: 
 

1. From the Dashboard Main screen you can either select the (+) plus button on the Tab 

menu, to add a new Tab for your Widget/s or just click on an existing Tab if you want to 

add a Widget/s to a Tab you have already created (as shown below). 

 
 

 
 
 

2. If entering a New Tab, enter in the Name of the New Tab and then select Add New Tab 

button. 
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3. Next go the the bottom of the screen and select the Widgets drop down list, and scroll to 

the very bottom of the list.  Select <Manage Widgets> or enter in < to short cut straight 

to Manage Widgets.  

 
 

 

 

4. Once you have selected Manage Widgets the Widget Wizard shall appear (as shown 

below).    Select Create a Widget and then Select the Next button. 
 

 
 

5. You will then be taken to the next screen to complete the Widget Details.  Enter a title for 

the Widget and Select the Widget Type. Depending upon the Widget Type that you 

select, this will determine the rest of the fields that will be displayed.  In the example 

below we have chosen a Side by Side Column Chart, and Training Management for the 

Module, and select the Form (Note there is usually only one auto generated form to 

choose from). Then Select the Next button. 
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6. The next step is the Filter Configuration.  This step is optional. Select one or more fields 

to set as a custom filter field.  It will be available on the Filter Icon.  You may also set a 

Global filter if you wish to permanently restrict the records displayed in the Widget.   

 

7. In this example, we leave blank the custom filter but want to set a Global Filter which 

shows the sites.  You can select one site or all of them.  Note that the limit of selected 

custom or global filters is a total of six.  You can always change these details at a later 

date from the Filter Icon. 
 

 
 

8. Select next and the final step is to complete the Widget Configuration. This is where you 

can select how you want your Labels and Data displayed. In the example below you can 

select: all of the data to be displayed or only the Top 5, 10 or 30. Each Widget will vary 

slightly.   
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9. Next you can tick Enable Custom Sorting so then you are able to highlight the data series 

and select the up and down arrows to rearrange the order you want your data series 

displayed (as shown above on the left).   You can always return to this step later by 

selecting the Configure button from the Widget settings icon (as shown above on the 

right). 
 

 

10. You can also choose not to display the records containing none by selecting the tick box.  

You can select to display the Legends or turn them off (as shown above). 
 

11. By selecting the Name, and then the Edit button you can either change the Label Name 

and/or you can customise your own colours for each of the Individual labels.  Save your 

changes. 
 

 

 

12. Once you have completed this section then select the Finish button and the Widget you 

have created will now display in your selected Tab (Example of Widget shown below). 

 

 

 

Edit an Existing Widget 
 

If you already have an Existing Widget you want to slightly change, rather than do another 

Widget from scratch, you can simply Edit the one you have already created. 

 

To Edit an Existing Widget: 
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1. Select Edit at the bottom of the screen if you aren’t already in Edit mode. 
 

 

2. Then Select the Widgets drop down list, and scroll to the very bottom of the list.  Select 

<Manage Widgets> or enter in Shift < to short cut straight to Manage Widgets.  
 

3. Select Edit an Existing Widget, Choose the name of the Chart you wish to Edit, and then 

select the Next button. 

 

4. The same fields will appear as when you are creating a Widget.  This time go through 

the details and select what you would like to change.  In this example we are changing 

the Widget Type from Side by Side Chart to a Bar Chart.  Then Select Next. 
 

 
 
 

5. If you don’t wish to change anything else, just select next to skip the Filter & Widget 

Configuration then select Finish.  Your chart will now display as a Bar Chart. 
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6. Note it is very Important to remember to always save your Tab at the bottom left of the 

screen, every time you add a Widget to your Tab.  If you don’t save your new Tab it will 

not display next time you log in.  You will have to add your new Tab again and all of your 

Widgets back on to your Tab.  The same if you add a widget to an existing Tab, just make 

sure you save before exiting (as shown above). 

 

Delete a Widget 

 

Use the Widget Wizard to Delete Widgets that you have previously created.  By Choosing to 

Delete through the Widget Wizard this will permanently delete it, not just from the Tab but from 

the Widget Library also. 

 

1. Select Edit at the bottom of the screen if you aren’t already in Edit mode. 
 

2. Then Select the Widgets drop down list, and scroll to the very bottom of the list.  Select 

<Manage Widgets> or hold down the shift Key and < button to short cut straight to the 

Widget Wizard Tool. 
 

3. Select Delete a Widget and Choose the Chart you wish to delete, and select finish. 
 

 
 

 

4. You will then be prompted to make sure that you want to permanently delete this selected 

chart as it cannot be undone.  Then Select Yes to delete. 
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